DEMO AGENDA

1. View Composition
2. Data Aggregation
3. CoE Show Cases
Patient Insight: View Composition

- Patient Insight instance defined by a patient cohort
- Template and configuration driven
- Has set of curated views pertinent to a clinical context
- Views are composed of panels
- Panels are composed of longitudinal metrics
- Unified by common X-Axis
Basic Template
Patient Insight: Data Aggregation

- Heterogeneous data
- Clinical Data from EMR
- Custom data
- Calculated values
- Multiple sources, batch and on demand
- Aggregated into unified series
Aggregated Series
Patient Insight: Data Transformation

- Filtering cleaning and shaping of data for display
- Harmonization of disparate data
- Derived values calculated from raw data
- ETL: Extract Transform and Load for batch data
- ELT: Extract Load and Transform for dynamic data
CoE Showcase
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